HAND DISINFECTION AND PREVENTION SOLUTIONS
AUTOMATIC DISINFECTION ACCESS CONTROL

SANI-PASS © RC*2600

*WIFI biometric terminal:
- Facial recognition
- Temperature detection
- Mask detection
- NFC proximity reader.

*People counter (capacity management control)

Hand disinfection is made through an automatic hand sanitizer dosification system.

Shoe sole disinfection:
Automatic hydro-alcoholic sanitizer impregnated blue carpet for shoe sanitation.

Surplus sanitizer absorbent grey carpet.

FAST PASS: 3 seconds.

SANI-PASS ©, Protection for your employees and clients through an hygiene control access pass.

This equipment is characterized for using a hydroalcoholic dermal disinfection gel hand sanitizer dispenser, a shoe sole sanitizer carpet, temperature control, people counter and single-use surgical glove dispenser as optional.

*A modular multiple in and out configuration is available as an option.

SANI-PASS ©. Adapted for disabled people and children above 1 meter height.

*Optional
AUTOMATIC DISINFECTION ACCESS CONTROL

SPECIFICATIONS

- AISI 304 Stainless Steel construction.
- Heavy duty design.
- Adapted for disabled people, with a 90cm wide access.
- Automatic hand disinfection trough an hydroalcoholic dermal gel sanitizer.
- Hinged doors made of 10mm Security glass, with anti-crush system.
- Anti-vandalic protection.
- More than 6,000 applications with a single fill.
- Process confirmation by LED indicators.
- Electric power supply: 220V.
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**ASEPTIMANS RC*267**

**AUTOMATIC HAND SANITIZER DISPENSER**

Automatic hand sanitizer dispenser. Easy installation everywhere assuring an efficient disinfection. Resistant and reliable.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- AISI304 Stainless steel construction.
- Heavy duty design.
- Anti-vandalic/theft safety
- 5L Refillable deposit
- Up to 5000 services
- Photocell operation. Contactless
- Homogeneous spray dosing
- Electric power supply: Single-phase 220V (Optional 110V)
- Wall mounted

**KAISER RA*2400**

**DISINFECTION DOSIFIER**

Gel or liquid hand disinfection dispenser with manual elbow operation.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- AISI316L Stainless steel construction.
- Heavy duty design
- Anti-vandalic/theft safety
- 1L Refillable deposit.
- Up to 800 services
- Elbow operation
- Level visor

**“ASEPTIMANS” INOX STAND RA*2616**

**“KAISER” INOX STAND RA*2617**

- AISI316L Stainless steel construction.
- Heavy duty design
- Anti-vandalic/theft safety

*Dispenser not included
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AUTOMATIC HAND SANITIZER

Automatic hand sanitizer dispenser, allowing the sanitation of both hand's sides in one single step.

SPECIFICATIONS

- AISI 304 Stainless Steel construction.
- Heavy duty design.
- Anti-vandalic/theft safety.
- 5L Refillable deposit.
- Up to 3000 services.
- Photocell operation. Contactless.
- Requires both hands introduction to operate.
- Process confirmation by LED indicators.
- Reserve deposit level alarm with LED indicator.
- Programmable Industrial Relay with presence control input channel.
- Homogeneous spray dosing in both hand's sides

AUTOMATIC HAND SANITIZER WITH TURNSTILE

Automatic hand sanitizer dispenser, allowing the sanitation of both hand's sides in one single step.

SPECIFICATIONS

- AISI 304 Stainless Steel construction.
- Heavy duty design.
- Anti-vandalic/theft safety.
- 5L Refillable deposit.
- Up to 3000 services.
- Photocell operation. Contactless.
- Requires both hands introduction to operate.
- Automatic unlocking turnstile only when correct disinfection has been assured
- Process confirmation by LED indicators.
- Reserve deposit level alarm with LED indicator.
- Programmable Industrial Relay with presence control input channel.
- Homogeneous spray dosing in both hand's sides
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DYSON WASHBASIN RA*1864
Stainless Steel washbasin with photocell activation and air curtain thanks to a DYSON AIRBLADE TAP

SPECIFICATIONS

• AISI 304 Stainless Steel.
• Photocell operated.
• Includes Dyson Airblade Tap with integrated air curtain.
• Single-step washing and drying operation.
• Contactless.
• Electric power supply: 220V - 1Ph - 50/60Hz.

*Optional automatic soap dispenser.

WASHBASIN RA*170

SPECIFICATIONS

• AISI 304 Stainless Steel.
• Pedal operated.

WASHBASIN RA*809

SPECIFICATIONS

• AISI 304 Stainless Steel.
• Photocell operated.

roser-group.com
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**BOX-DISPENSER Multipurpose RA*1781**

**PERSONAL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT DISPENSER**

*Manual dispenser with methacrylate visor.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- AISI316L Stainless steel construction
- Heavy duty design.
- Anti-vandalic/theft safety
- Refillable.
- Wall mounted.

* Optional Box-Dispenser stand RA*2616.

---

**SANICLEAN PLUS RA*480**

**COMPACT HYGIENE STATION**

Compact hygiene station with hand washbasin, hand disinfection and soles washer. The all in one solution.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- AISI 304 Stainless Steel.
- Photocell operated water tap.
- Paper roll with bin.
- Includes soap dosifier “KAISER”
- Includes automatic sanitizer dispenser “ASEPTIMANS”
- Soles washer with automatic disinfectant dosification and water supply.
- Electric power supply: 220 V
ASEPTIWARD RA*2618
CLOTHES AND ACCESSORIES
STERILIZATION WARDROBE

Stainless Steel sterilization wardrobe. Keeps all types of clothes and accessories safe and sterile while you are not using them.

SPECIFICATIONS

- AISI 304 Stainless Steel construction.
- Anti-vandalic/theft safety.
- Ozone generator UV (Philips).
- Configurable timer.
- Completion process light indicator.
- Electric power supply: 220V - 1Ph - 50/60Hz.